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By
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This paper examines the reaction of two neighboring states, New York and
Pennsylvania, to a new natural gas extraction technique, high-volume horizontal
hydraulic fracturing (“hydrofracking”). New York has a moratorium on
hydrofracking, while Pennsylvania has been using the technique for several years.
The specific focus of the research is the different advocacy techniques used by
opponents of hydrofracking in each of the states, pre- and post-hydrofracking.
Advocacy does not end after hydrofracking begins, but the results of this research
indicate a shift in strategies used. This shift in advocacy techniques after the
commencement of hydrofracking may be an evolution of advocacy on this issue
that is transferable to other states facing hydrofracking, and may even be
applicable to other environmental issues.
Introduction
Compare the following images:

Figure 1: View of the Pompey Valley,
region subject to hydrofracking,
Image by Author

Figure 2: Springville natural gas drilling pipeline in Pennsylvania
Flickr user “arimoore” taken by Helen Slottje for Shaleshock
Used under Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike
2.0 license.

This paper seeks to tell the tale of two states through a comparison of their advocacy in
response to a new practice of natural gas extraction.
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Differences in advocacy styles, techniques, and approaches are dependent on many
factors, including the expertise and preferences of the organization, the target of the advocacy
(public opinion, the legislature, or administrative agency), and the environmental concern at
issue. However, a comparison of advocacy techniques pre-and post-commencement of highvolume horizontal hydraulic fracturing (“hydrofracking”) in New York and Pennsylvania
indicates that changes in advocacy also result from the shift from opposition to a practice to
managing the effects of the practice after its implementation. Evolution of an environmental
issue changes environmental advocacy techniques. This paper first provides a summary of the
issue and the advocacy techniques used in each state. It then provides an in-depth exploration of
the practice of hydrofracking, its benefits, and its costs. Next, New York State’s prehydrofracking advocacy environment and then Pennsylvania’s post-hydrofracking advocacy are
considered in depth. Finally, the implications for the differences in pre- and post-hydrofracking
techniques are discussed.
Summary of the issue of hydrofracking
Hydrofracking is a relatively new drilling technology that allows the extraction of more
disperse, less dense, plays of natural gas from shale rock formations in the mid-Atlantic and
northeast regions of the country, as well as formations in the West that have already been
exploited.2 Hydrofracking may have benefits in terms of greater employment rates, increased
economic growth, revenues for state and local governments, and meeting more of our energy
needs through domestic sources. Hydrofracking involves greater land use per well than the
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conventional natural gas drilling that currently exists in New York State.3 Greater quantities of
water are necessary than in conventional drilling, and the additives to the water are also new and
different from those used in conventional drilling.4 The potential environmental and health
effects of the additives are relatively unknown and understudied.5 The potential for
contamination from the spent fluid of surface and groundwater and thus wells for residential
drinking water is uncertain, but possible.6 Shallow drinking water wells may also be subject to
contamination by natural gas through surface water contamination. The spent fluid requires
treatment to remove chemicals and radioactive materials that is beyond what is typically
available at either municipal or industrial wastewater treatment plants.7 Additional issues
include light pollution, increased traffic, transient populations, increased costs of living
(particularly housing), air pollution, negative effects on climate change, adequacy of regulation
and enforcement, and land-use.8 The density of drilling pads (up to one pad per square mile, with
six wells per pad, each extending vertically one mile and horizontally one mile), reservoirs,
water pipes, natural gas pipelines, power lines, additional roads, and peripheral industries such as
quarrying, all dramatically and quickly change land use in an area where hydrofracking occurs. 9

These effects have yet to occur in New York State due to its moratorium on
hydrofracking. Advocacy in New York State seems to have a foundation in the precautionary
principle, with a NIMBY component as well, and focuses on preventing hydrofracking.
Advocates want all the information from ongoing studies, before they make judgments about the
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costs and benefits of hydrofracking, regulations, enforcement, mitigation, and preventing
concentration of costs on certain individuals and benefits on others.
Advocacy post-commencement of hydrofracking in Pennsylvania has noticeable
differences from advocacy against hydrofracking in New York. Tactics and tenor of advocacy
change pre- and post-commencement of hydrofracking. There may be more “outrage” and
vociferous advocacy before hydrofracking, and the intensity of opposition depends on whether a
landowner has leased their land, and for how much.10
Post-commencement advocacy in Pennsylvania includes gas companies inviting local
advocates to join citizen boards to address concerns.11 There is also more focus on ensuring that
the public, via the government, receives some of the benefits from hydrofracking, rather than
concentrating the benefits only on leasing landowners and the gas companies. The government
is more involved in the advocacy than in New York. The advocacy in Pennsylvania also
surrounds peripheral issues that often accompany hydrofracking, such as homelessness, traffic
congestion, and land-use planning.12
Differences in advocacy between Pennsylvania and New York are not merely two states’
experiences with the issue, but are the consequence of chronology, and present the evolution of
advocacy from the initial movement of an issue onto the public’s agenda through
commencement of the activity.
Hydrofracking: An Overview
Description of the practice
Hydrofracking is not a new practice, neither is drilling for natural gas in New York State.
However there are significant differences in the combination of technologies proposed for use in
10
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hydrofracking in New York and currently in use in Pennsylvania, West Virginia, Arkansas, and
many western states. Horizontal drilling is used to access reservoirs of gas and oil at angles from
the well head. Hydrofracking has been used to create greater flow in vertical wells. However,
the combination of hydrofracking in horizontal wells in clay-shale formations is a more recent
advent and the hydrofracking that occurs in shale formations is entirely different from previous
hydrofracking practices.13 Shale rock formations are held together extremely tightly, and tend to
resist water, like the clay from which they were originally made. In order to further open
fissures that already exist in the shale and to create new ones, large volumes of water, various
chemicals, and other materials are injected into the well under high pressure to open up fissures
and keep them open, as well as prevent the clay-shale from swelling and closing up due to its
hydration.14
The diluted nature of the gas in the Marcellus and other shale formations requires greater
density of wells, and there is less production over the course of a well’s lifespan. Production for
a well is reduced by three quarters in three years, at which point another well must be drilled.
Between four and six wells can be drilled on one five-acre pad, after which another pad, at
approximately one mile distance, will need to be drilled. The result will not be a five-acre pad
every mile, but the average will be about that density.15
Benefits of the hydrofracking
There are a number of arguments put forth by proponents of hydrofracking. Some of
these include its usefulness as an additional domestic fuel source to reduce dependence on
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foreign sources, potential for less negative impact on the climate, job-creation and indirect
economic stimulation, and revenue for state and local governments.16
Regarding the effects on climate change, one argument states that the use of natural gas
could cut carbon dioxide emissions by seventeen percent, and could serve as a bridge fuel until
alternative energy sources are available.17 The length of this bridge is debatable and depends in
part on the price of natural gas and the capability of hydrofracking technology. Projections range
from an additional eleven to thirty-seven years of production of natural gas.18
Safety is another concern, but proponents assert that in addition to the low rate of
accidents, the chemicals used in hydrofracking fluid are at very low concentrations, in the range
of about one percent of the volume of water used in a well.19 Some of these chemicals are also
quite well known and commonly used, and others are neutralized by chemical interactions with
the rocks before they return to the surface.20
The significance of risks associated with hydrofracking is also contested. The proponents
also regard the risks as low, even considering the contamination and accidents that have
occurred, because the rate of accidents is fairly low, considering the tens of thousands of wells
drilled, and that most accidents are the result of improper construction and/or maintenance of
wells.21
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Another common benefit attributed to hydrofracking is state and regional economic
development. First, hydrofracking can increase in job opportunities in a region. One study
found that extraction of natural gas from the Marcellus Shale play could create 280,000 jobs.22
West Virginia alone added 57,000 jobs as a result of hydrofracking in the Marcellus Shale in
2009.23 Such increases in employment, needed in our current economy, not only benefit the
newly employed individuals. Economic benefits from hydrofracking also may increase tax
revenues for state and local governments. 24 State and local tax revenues in Broome County,
New York are predicted to be approximately $11,000 to $12,000 per well over ten years.25 Land
owners also receive royalty payments if they lease their property to a gas drilling company.26
Another argument for hydrofracking is that than any reduction in dependence on
imported oil and gas resources allows the nation greater freedom in determining its foreign
policy. The Marcellus Shale gas formation contains 168-500 trillion cubic feet of gas, with a
recoverable amount of approximately 50 trillion cubic feet, or about the total amount used by
New York State for the next 50 years.27
Regardless of the relative risks and benefits, some proponents of hydrofracking in New
York nonetheless contend that strong regulations, vigorous enforcement, adequate wastewater
treatment facilities, and a slow and steady approach is appropriate.28
Costs and other negative impacts of hydrofracking
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Contrary to the argument that the use of natural gas from shale formations is a valuable
additional domestic fuel source, it will likely only provide about one to two percent of total fossil
fuel consumption in the United States.29 This means that its affect on the price of fuels will be
minimal.30 Climate change will also be made worse in the twenty-year timeframe due to the
higher intensity impact of methane on climate, and will have about an equal affect as coal in the
100-year timespan.31 Jobs resulting from the hydrofracking industry are by their very nature
temporary, and many are filled by non-local applicants because gas companies seek to lower
training costs by paying to relocate pre-trained workers.32 The economic impacts also follow a
boom and bust pattern, rather than an increase and then stability.33 Indeed, some sociological
studies have shown that eighty percent of extractive economies end up more depressed after the
extraction of the resource is complete, while only twenty percent are improved.34 Local and state
governments also fail to gain much revenue without sufficient taxing, such as a severance tax
(New York and Pennsylvania are the only petroleum-producing states without one).35 As the law
stands, the only direct revenue to the state would be the nominal amount from permitting the
wells.36
Additional costs from hydrofracking concern harm to water quality. There are concerns
about contamination of surface and groundwater, particularly potable well-water, by methane,
radioactive materials, and chemicals from the hydrofracking fluid. Some of the fluid is left in the
ground in the well, and some is recaptured as flow-back water and then kept in evaporation
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ponds and/or sent to municipal wastewater treatment plants.37 Many municipal wastewater
treatment plants, some of which are clamoring for the fees that hydrofracking would bring, are
incapable of fully treating all the contaminants (particularly radioactive elements) in the
wastewater, and even some industrial wastewater treatment plants aren’t able to fully treat the
fluid.38 Hydrofracking fluid contains numerous contaminants, some of which are potential
carcinogens, such as radioactive elements, benzene, and toluene.39
In addition to water quality, another concern about hydrofracking is water quantity.
Millions of gallons are needed for each well, and this is usually supplied by surface water
features (streams and lakes). Either small-scale retention ponds are needed at each site, with a
number of tanker truck deliveries of water made each day, or larger reservoirs are created on
hilltops to feed several drilling pads through gravity-fed PVC pipe systems, with all the water
deliveries by tanker truck concentrated on specific sites at tops of hills.40
Not only, as previously mentioned, are there no real windfalls to local governments, there
are also additional expenses. Medical and emergency needs, including ambulance trips, increase
due to accidents at the wells, in peripheral industries, and car accidents.41 Charitable medical
needs also increase because the gas companies do not always provide health insurance for their
employees.42 First responders, usually volunteer fire fighters in the rural areas, need additional
training because they lack experience with hazardous and industrial emergencies.43 There is also
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some evidence in some communities (Bradford, County, Pennsylvania for example) of a higher
number of crimes committed, but it is unclear whether there were higher crime rates as well.44
Another concern for residents of areas where hydrofracking is taking place is the higher
cost of living, especially for those who are not employed by the gas industry. 45 Housing
becomes scarce and more expensive, rental rates increase, and so does homelessness.46
Unfortunately, these cost of living increases also disproportionately affect those with low-income
or fixed-income and the elderly.47
In addition to higher costs of living, lower property values usually accompany
hydrofracking.48 This can make it more difficult to sell one’s home, or use the equity in a home
for low-interest loans. This can lead to decreases in the quality of housing stock over time as
people are unable to afford home improvements, and will not receive adequate return on their
investments in increased value in their homes from improvements.
Another concern is that hydrofracking may be made less safe if there are inadequate
regulations and/or inadequate enforcement.49 In New York State, not only are the current
regulations geared to the more conventional extractive oil and gas technologies, there have been
significant layoffs to environmental enforcement personnel a the Department of Environmental
Conservation. Additionally the rapid increase in the number of wells and the companies working
them makes it difficult to keep up with enforcement needs.50
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Land-use planning is also affected by hydrofracking. The process is hindered by the
necessary network of pipelines, power lines, water lines, and roads.51 Those local governments
without adequate land-use plans and procedures in place before hydrofracking occurs will be at a
great disadvantage, and will be more negatively affected as a result.52
Hydraulic fracturing in the Catskill region of New York is of particular concern to New
York City, as numerous watersheds in the area serve as NYC’s untreated water supply. The
Skaneateles Lake watershed, another area in the Marcellus shale gas formation similarly
provides untreated water for the city of Syracuse and its suburbs.
There are also legal issues surrounding hydrofracking that may increase the caseload of
courts in the areas where hydrofracking takes place. These issues include contract disputes,
particularly regarding terms of leases signed.53 Liability for contaminated well-water and other
environmental effects is also being litigated. Any potential state or national regulations must also
deal with whether and how much disclosure will be required as to the chemicals used in
hydrofracking fluid and their ratios. The federal regulations are further complicated by the
exempt status of hydrofracking with regard to water quality protection laws, such as the Safe
Drinking Water Act.54 Compulsory integration will also be litigated. This is the practice where,
if sixty percent of a given spacing unit (designated by the company in its permit to the state) is
leased, the remaining forty percent can be forced to lease their land as well, and may receive far
less in royalties.55
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Lastly, gas drilling companies typically subcontract the closing of wells. 56 The closing of
wells may be done improperly by fly-by-night contractors because the closing process is a cost to
gas companies. They have already received the entire possible profit from a given well. There is
no incentive, without strict regulation and enforcement, for either the gas company or the
subcontractor to properly close wells.
Pre-Hydrofracking Advocacy in New York: A Proactive Approach
New York currently has a moratorium on hydrofracking, which means those in
opposition to the practice use advocacy techniques aimed at preventing hydrofracking from
occurring. These techniques include providing information, letter-writing campaigns, protest,
networking, attracting media attention, and lawsuits. Central New York was chosen as a sample
area for this study of advocacy against hydrofracking in New York State because it is an area
directly affected by drilling in the Marcellus Shale Formation, has similarities to other upstate
regions, with an urban center and significant rural characteristics, and shares with New York
City the unique characteristic of an unfiltered water source for municipal drinking water in
Syracuse. It has the additional benefit of being familiar to the author. There will of course be
differences between Central New York and other areas of the state, but it has enough similar
characteristics to make it representative. Additionally, the focus on this are of the state is not to
the exclusion of pertinent information from other areas.
Information Dissemination
Dissemination of information about hydrofracking to increase knowledge of the public,
legislators, and other elected officials seems to be a primary technique used by environmental
advocacy groups opposed to hydrofracking in New York. Many environmental groups (and even
some non-environmental groups), new and old, large and small, have held informational events
56
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regarding hydrofracking in Central New York and across the state. The Sierra Club Atlantic
Chapter Iroquois Group (in CNY), which hosted no events focused on hydrofracking before
2008, has organized three informational events on hydrofracking since December 2008.57 All of
these meetings are free and open to the public.58 Wales POWR (in WNY), a group of citizens
concerned about water quality in the Town of Wales, held an informational meeting on
hydrofracking, also open to the public, in February, open to the public in Aurora, NY and
specifically invited local and state politicians.59 Because hydrofracking will likely occur mostly
in rural New York, some of the informational meetings have been geared specifically toward
those interests.60
For example, sometimes the informational event is not specific to hydrofracking, but
environmental groups use the forum to inform the public about the issue. The newly formed
Land Stewards of New York, some members of which are farmers,61 used this technique. They
had a booth at the the New York Farm Show to inform landowners about their rights regarding
New York State’s compulsory integration rule, which is Land Stewards’ particular focus within
the broader context of hydrofracking.62 In addition, Cornell Cooperative Extension, an
organization housed and supported by Cornell University and devoted to providing information
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to the public, used their presence at the New York State Farm Show to inform landowners about
the process and protections available through leases when dealing with gas companies.63
Informational meetings about hydrofracking have also been held by groups not
specifically focused on environmental issues. Interfaith IMPACT of NYS is a progressive
organization composed of Protestant, Reform Jewish, Unitarian Universalist, and other
denominations.64 Interfaith IMPACT advocates directly to New York State legislators
(individually and as a whole to the Legislature), the Governor, and Administrative Agencies
concerning many progressive causes, including the state budget as a moral document, separation
of church and state, reproductive rights, the functioning (or lack thereof) of New York State
government, and recently, hydrofracking.65 Interfaith IMPACT presented a panel discussion of
hydrofracking March 13, 2011 in Rochester.66 This panel discussion was different from other
informational meetings about hydrofracking in that it was the annual legislative briefing
presented by Interfaith IMPACT. The topic this year just happened to have particular salience.67
In addition to grassroots campaigns to inform the public and policymakers about
hydrofracking, the academic world has also become involved. SUNY Upstate Medical
University, Cornell University, SUNY Buffalo, SUNY Cortland, Vassar College, Barnard
College, and Onondaga Community College have all held informational events, sometimes more
than one, on hydrofracking.68 An interesting component of the panel at Vassar College was the
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incorporation of an environmental advocacy group as part of the panel.69 Academic institutions
and their members have a history of advocacy, although the role of the academic advocate is not
wholly uncontroversial,70 but the level of involvement in informing the public and policymakers
about hydrofracking was surprising. However, academic advocacy, especially on this issue, may
be due in part to the fact that academics are in the position to obtain the most current information
on a topic given the resources available to them at institutions of higher education, including paid
time to conduct research, specialized technology, and access to other experts in a field. This may
be especially true for an emerging environmental controversy that is relatively understudied.
The number and concentration of research universities in the area affected by hydrofracking may
increase academic activity in hydrofracking advocacy, as may the Not In My Backyard
(“NIMBY”) motivation for professors.
Letter-writing and other Lobbying Activities
Letter-writing campaigns and online signatures of petitions have been common practices
by anti-hydrofracking advocacy groups. As part of its legislative briefing, Interfaith IMPACT
provided form letters, with pre-addressed envelopes, to Governor Cuomo and President Obama
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in opposition to hydrofracking; they were even willing to mail the letters for those in attendance
at the informational event.71 In another example, Working Families Party has used online
petitions to express support for the hydrofracking moratorium, and to ask Governor Cuomo to
ban hydrofracking entirely.72
Protest/Attracting Media Attention
There have been some protests during the campaign against hydrofracking in New York.
There were two protests in Syracuse, one outside the NYS DEC Region 7 Headquarters, and
another in a local park.73 There was also an anti-hydrofracking day on April 11, 2011 that drew
hundreds of protestors to Albany, New York.74 Protesting serves to garner media attention, to
which the articles covering the protest attest. There seems to be less protesting in Pennsylvania
on this issue, which is odd because it seems that protesting has been equally-used, if not more so,
to end a particular practice, not merely to prevent an undesired practice from beginning.
Networking
Some of the groups advocating against hydrofracking are quite newly formed, some for
the specific purpose of preventing hydrofracking in New York, or at least influencing the terms
under which it occurs. Because of this, the organizations must build their network. In one
example, the Land Trust of New York began by involving a former State Senator who is also
involved in agriculture, and then involving the leaders and an email list-serve from another
campaign that was in opposition to a housing development.75 The assumption was that those
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who were leaders in opposition to a development might also be leaders of a new organization in
opposition to hydrofracking.
Organization by External Entities: the EPA
Four meetings were held by the EPA regarding its study of Hydraulic Fracturing as part
of its Stakeholder Involvement Strategy in Binghamton, New York, a city on the border of New
York and Pennsylvania.76 There were afternoon and evening sessions each on July 13 and 15,
2011.77 The meeting was scheduled for Syracuse, New York, in its convention center, in part
because Syracuse is at the center of the State, but the meeting was moved due to concerns about
the security of the venue.78 It was not the EPA that decided to move the venue, city of Syracuse
and Onondaga county officials decided against hosting the event when the inquiries they
received indicated they could expect as many as 5,000 participants.79 The actual numbers were
590 attendees and 109 comments on the afternoon of July 13, 370 attendees with 102 comments
that evening, 410 attendees with 124 comments the afternoon of July 15, and 300 individuals
with 114 comments that evening, for a total of 1, 670 attendees. This number was large, but a far
cry from the 5,000 that made the Syracuse change its mind about hosting the event.80 However,
this lower (although still quite high) turnout could also be due in part to the quick change in
venue and the change from a central location to one that is more remote and less densely
populated.
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Lawsuits
While New York State has not had lawsuits filed resulting from environmental, property,
or personal damage due to hydrofracking in the state, the moratorium on gas drilling has resulted
in other legal issues. The former Attorney General (and current NYS Governor) Andrew Cuomo
settled with Fortune Energy in 2009 under a Consent Decree that provides re-negotiation of
leases and payments to landowners. These landowners were threatened into continuing their
leases beyond the stated terms when Fortuna sent them letters declaring that their leases were
extended due to force majeure, namely New York State’s moratorium on hydrofracking that
prevented them from drilling and reaping the benefits of the lease.81 Landowners are also
bringing individual suits against gas companies to determine whether force majeure claims by
the companies are enforceable in their particular case.82 The Attorney General’s stance is that
the force majeure clause must be explicit in the contract, and will not be read in.83
Local Government Action
A number of municipalities, Buffalo, Skaneateles, Marcellus (the Marcellus Shale
Formation’s namesake) Otisco, and others, have passed bans and moratoriums on hydrofracking
within their boundaries.84 Not only is this is a concrete action that local governments can take to
prevent hydrofracking within their boundaries, but it is also a form of advocacy. Particularly in
81
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the case of Buffalo, where it is rather unlikely that any hydrofracking would take place, it is a
symbolic action in support of those areas where hydrofracking will take place, and a message to
Albany and the federal government expressing the view of a municipality.
Post-Hydrofracking Advocacy in Pennsylvania: Reactions to the Practice
Advocacy techniques used in Pennsylvania reflect the fact that hydrofracking is already wellestablished in the state. Instead of more vociferous attacks on hydrofracking, the tone is more
conciliatory, actions are focused on equalizing benefits from hydrofracking and mitigating harms
from hydrofracking. 85 The different tools used by Pennsylvania, as opposed to New York,
include lawsuits to mitigate specific environmental harms from hydrofracking, citizen groups
convened by gas drilling companies, and exposés by the media.
Advocacy Organized by External Entities: Industry, the EPA, and other Governments
Gas companies have formed panels of citizens in communities in Pennsylvania to help
resolve conflicts and problems that result from hydrofracking.86 The EPA, in its Stakeholder
Involvement component of its Hydraulic Fracturing study conducted a public hearing in July in
Canonsburg, Pennsylvania. Nine hundred fifty individuals attended the meeting and 94
submitted comments. Public comments focused on ensuring a broad scope of the EPA study,
with cradle-to-grave examination of the hydrofracking process and study of many factors,
including cumulative impacts on health and the environment.87 The public was also concerned
about political influence on any regulations that may result from the study. From those in favor
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of hydrofracking, there was concern that emotion and fear would cloud regulations of a useful
energy source.88
In addition to EPA-sponsored meetings, governments have been convening panels to
oversee and create policy suggestions regarding hydrofracking in Pennsylvania. The County of
Bradford, Pennsylvania created the Bradford County Natural Gas Advisory Committee in 2008
to work with gas companies, provide a forum for citizens to express their concerns, and have
regularly scheduled informational meetings.89 Committee meetings are held quarterly, and
subcommittees of the Committee are held each month.90
The Governor of Pennsylvania has also convened a statewide Marcellus Shale Advisory
Commission.91 The Governor created the Commission by Executive Order 2011-01 in March of
2011.92 The Commission is to convene meetings and create a report before the term of the
Commission ends, July 22, 2011.93 The Commission is made up of at minimum 25 members, at
most 35 members, and the Governor chose to have 30 members.94 The Commission is composed
of State Secretaries of administrative agencies, such as Agriculture, Economic Development,
Environmental Protection, Energy, and Transportation.95 Government relations officers from gas
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drilling companies, such as Chief Oil & Gas, Chesapeake Energy, Chevron, and officers of oil
and gas associations and chambers of commerce, and other industry groups are also part of The
Commission.96 Local government officers, such as County Executives, and officers of local
government organizations are also represented.97 There are also three representatives from
environmental organizations: The Nature Conservancy, The Chesapeake Bay Foundation, and
the Pennsylvania Environmental Council.98 There is one representative of both the scientific
community and the academic community, a professor in geoscience from Penn State
University.99
Media Coverage
Media coverage of hydrofracking in Pennsylvania has been extensive. Somewhat oddly,
the New York Times has given considerable coverage to the issue, even investing in
investigative journalism.100 However, while it may seem odd for a New York paper, albeit one
with tremendous national and international scope, to focus on an environmental issue in
Pennsylvania, New York has much to gain from better understanding the perils and benefits of
hydrofracking in a neighboring state that was first out of the gate on hydrofracking. The New
York Times may also be influenced in its coverage due to the potential harm and tremendous
cost to New York city if its drinking water source becomes contaminated due to hydrofracking.
Lawsuits
Similar to other industrial environmental concerns, the courts seem to be a ripe and useful
form of advocacy for residents in Pennsylvania who believe their health and/or property has been
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harmed by hydrofracking. While some accidents are bound to occur in any industry given
enough time, these cases argue that the gas companies were negligent in their operations. In
Berish v. Southwestern Energy Production Co., Berish asserts that Southwestern Energy
improperly cased its gas well, thereby causing contamination of their drinking well and
subsequent injuries.101

Interestingly for the gas companies, while the claim for emotional

distress was dismissed, the claim for strict liability was not, and plaintiffs were granted leave to
amend their complaint to include damages for inconvenience and discomfort.102 Last year, in
Fiorentino v. Cabot Oil & Gas Corp., the court held that sixty-three property owners sufficiently
stated and alleged claims under Pennsylvania’s Hazardous Sites Cleanup Act, common law
medical monitoring requirements, and punitive damages for improper hydrofracking, which then
released natural gas, methane, and other contaminants into the plaintiff’s groundwater and on
their land.103 Advocacy in the courts can be a backstop when prevention or mitigation of an
environmental harm fails. It can be the remedy when state regulation or enforcement is
inadequate. The advocacy in these cases sets the stage and standards for hydrofracking lawsuits
not only in Pennsylvania, but also in neighboring states, where these court cases will probably be
influential. Thus, those injured will not only be able to mitigate their own harms, but also will be
able to influence the government to create and/or enforce regulations and encourage companies
to ensure better standards of quality, if only because the companies avoid the cost of lawsuits.
Conclusion
Advocacy methods and tenor change during the evolution of an environmental debate, as
shown in the pre- and post-hydrofracking in Pennsylvania and New York. New York’s proactive
advocacy utilizes highly visible and public techniques, and is concerned a great deal with
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garnering public support. Pennsylvania’s reactive advocacy utilizes less visible and less public
techniques concerned with remedying specific problems, which are usually more localized. For
example, Pennsylvania’ advocacy techniques, like reporting violations and filing lawsuits are
more likely to involve just a few individuals, and will garner attention mostly through media
coverage of the activities. An interesting result of neighboring states facing the same issue, one
of which has put a moratorium on an environmentally controversial practice, while another
readily adopted the same practice, is that media coverage of the results of the practice in
Pennsylvania has been quite high. This attention is due to the significant interest in the subject
by those in New York, and particularly those near New York City, whose flagship newspaper
has the time and resources to devote to investigative journalism.
There are a number of similarities in the advocacy approaches taken by New York and
Pennsylvania. One similarity is that the traditional environmental advocacy organizations are
active on the issue in both states. Some of the big name environmental groups one would expect
to be involved, such as the Nature Conservancy, Sierra Club, Trout Unlimited are active, and
several progressive religious organizations are also taking action. It is possible that this
characteristic was noticeable only because of a lack of comparison to other environmental issues,
but it was surprising to see the number of religious groups involved, and the energy they have
put forth on the issue of hydrofracking.
Both Pennsylvania and New York experienced comment hearings conducted by the EPA.
It is interesting to note the while one meeting was held in Pennsylvania, one in Fort Worth,
Texas, and one in Denver, Colorado, four meetings were held on two days in Binghamton, New
York. New York is the only state in which hydrofracking has not yet occurred.
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The make-up of Pennsylvania’s State Committee on hydrofracking is interesting as
compared to those individuals most involved in the hydrofracking debate in New York State.
Noticeably absent are landowners and laypersons who may be most affected by hydrofracking.
Noticeably overrepresented are government officials at the State cabinet level and members of
the gas drilling industry. The informational panels established by interested groups in New York
State have had a mix of experts in science, experts in the laws surrounding drilling,
environmental activists, industry representatives, landowners, and laypersons (many of whom
have gained expertise in the practice or have a background in pertinent subjects). The difference
in the make-up of panels on hydrofracking in New York and Pennsylvania may have many
causes: PA is defending a status of quo of drilling while NY is defending against drilling, PA’s
panel was established by the government that first allowed drilling, NYs have been established
by interested groups (mostly anti-hydrofracking). However, the differences in the panels still
seem significant, and will probably influence the report created by the Pennsylvania Governor’s
Marcellus Shale Advisory Commission.
The framing of hydrofracking as a moral issue has a different tone than other recent
environmental debates, such as climate change, where the focus has been more on science than
on morality (although this may be shifting as well). Differences between states that are at
different stages in the progression of hydrofracking may be universal, or may be unique to the
issue of hydrofracking. These differences may also be the beginning of changes in approaches to
environmental issues in general that could have implications for other environmental challenges
facing the United States and the world. Re-framing of environmental issues as moral issues is an
area ripe for more examination and research.
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Another similarity in advocacy in New York and Pennsylvania is the use of lawsuits by
advocates in both New York and Pennsylvania. However, the focus of the lawsuits is quite
different, with New York focusing on renegotiating terms of leases and Pennsylvania focusing
on forcing gas companies to pay for remediation of environmental harms.
The number and diversity of advocacy techniques and of individuals and organizations
involved in this environmental issue vary between states that are at different stages in the
development of hydrofracking. In New York, pre-hydrofracking, there appear to be a greater
number of events held that concern the issue, and many of them are informative, but there is a
range of activities, from protests to academic panels, from small-group movie showings to
presentations at events unrelated to hydrofracking. In Pennsylvania, there appears to be fewer
events, they seem to be more closely tied to government (County long-term hydrofracking
Committees and State panels), and are less antagonistic in tone. These differences may be due to
differences between Pennsylvania and New York, or may, as asserted by this paper, indicate a
shift in advocacy techniques with the progression of an environmental issue.
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